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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
 :Let E be a Banach space and E* its dual space. We denote by f , x
the duality pairing between elements f g E* and x g E. Let G not
.necessarily linear map a closed convex cone K ; E into E*. We are
 .concerned with the nonlinear complementarity problem NCP G, K relative
to G and K,
q  :find x g K such that G x g K and G x , x s 0. .  .
Here, Kq is the dual cone to K and is given by
q  : 4K s f g E*: f , x G 0, ; x g K .
 .Since K is a cone, it is easily observed that NCP G, K is equivalent to the
 .¨ariational inequality problem VIP G, K
 :find x g K , G x , y y x G 0, for all y g K . .
 .Let r ª w r be a strictly increasing continuous function that maps Rq
 . 5 5into R and such that lim w r s q`. If ? * denotes the dual normq r ªq`
5 5of the given norm ? on E, the duality mapping J between E and E* with
respect to w is given by
J 0 s 0, .
5 5 5 5  : 5 5 5 5J u s f g E*: f * s w u and f , x s f * u , u / 0 . 4 .  .
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If the w is the identity mapping of E, then J is the normalized duality
mapping. In this paper, we assume that E is a reflexive Banach space. By
results due to Asplund it is true that E can be renormed so that E and E*
 .are both locally uniformly con¨ex LUC , in this case, J is single-valued.
Hence, we may assume in what follows that E and E* are LUC.
w xFrom 7 , J has the following properties
 .   .  . :  5 5. 5 5..5 5 5 5.P J x y J y , x y y G w x y w y x y y , x, y g1
  .  . :E. In particular, J x y J y , x y y G 0, i.e., J is monotone.
 .P J is norm-continuous.2
 .  q.  4  .P J is of type S , i.e., if u ; E satisfies u © u, J u © f3 n n n
  . :  :  4and lim J u , u F f , u , then there exists a subsequence u suchn n nk
 .that f s J u and u ª u.nk
Let L: K ª E* be a linear operator, T : K ª E* a nonlinear operator,
w x  .l a real number. It is known from 1, 3]6 that the NCP J y lL q T , K
contains as a particular case the mathematical model used in the study of
the post-critical equilibrium state of a thin plate resting, without friction,
on a flat rigid support. Consequently, considering the NCP J y lL q
.  .  .T , K or NCP J y F, K where F: K ª E* is a nonlinear operator
possesses practical background.
w x  .M. Thera 7 studied the NCP J y F, K on a LUC Banach space, andÂ
w x  .G. Isac 3 considered the NCP J y lL q T , K on a Hilbert space. They
 .both required that K be a Galerkin cone a particularly closed cone .
Usually, a closed cone may not be a Galerkin cone; if E is a separable
 w x.Banach space, a closed cone is a Galerkin cone see 7 . In Section 2, first,
using some techniques, we get an existence result for a variational inequal-
ity problem, that is, Theorem 1; next, utilizing Theorem 1, on a closed
 .cone K, we obtain some existence results for NCP J y lL q T , K and
 .NCP J y F, K in weaker hypotheses. Our results extend the correspond-
w xing ones in 3, 7 .
2. MAIN RESULTS
THEOREM 1. Let D be a nonempty bounded closed con¨ex subset of E.
Suppose that a mapping F: D ª E* satisfies
 .i F is demi-continuous;
 .  4ii for e¨ery weakly bounded sequence x ; D, there exists a stronglyn
  .4con¨ergent subsequence in F x .n
 .Then, VIP J y F, D has a solution, where J is the duality mapping defined
abo¨e.
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Proof. We denote G by the family of all finite-dimensional subspaces
X of E, ordered by inclusion. Denote B s J y F, D X s D l X. For each
X g G, we set
 : XH s y g D : B y , x y y G 0, ; x g D . 1 4 .  .X
wLet H stand for the weak closure of H . We first show thatX X
w
H / B. 2 .F X
XgG
wIndeed, if this event fails, i.e., F H s B, take a fixed X g G andX g G X 0ww  .let Q s H l H ;X g G . Then we have that F Q s B. ItX X X X g G X0w w w .follows that H s H _ F Q s D H _ Q . Since HX X X g G X X g G X X X0 0 0 0
; D and D is a bounded closed convex subset of E, by the reflexivity
of E, we know that D is weakly compact and so is H . Hence, thereX 0w w wn  .exist X , X , . . . , X g G such that H s D H _ Q s H _1 2 n X is1 X X X0 0 i 0
F n Q , consequently,is1 X i
n
Q s B. 3 .F X i
is1
For each X g G, let j: X ª E denote the inclusion mapping i.e.,
 . .j x s x, ; x g X and j*: E* ª X* the dual mapping of j. It is known
 .  .from the property P of J and the condition i of Theorem 1 that j*Bj:2
D X ª X* is continuous, and
 :  :  : Xj*Bj y , x y y s B j , j x y y s B y , x y y , ; x , y g D . .  .  .  .  .
X w xNoticing that D is a compact convex subset of X, it implies from 2 that
there exists some y g D X, such thatX
 : X :By , x y y s j*Bj y , x y y G 0, ; x g D . 4 .  .  .X X X X
 .  .By 1 and 4 above, we have that for ;X g G,
H / B. 5 .X
 4For the above X , X , X , . . . , X g G, set I s 0, 1, 2, . . . , n and0 1 2 n
n
qX# s l x : ; x g X , l g R , i g I , i i i i i 5
is1
 .then X# is a finite-dimensional subspace of E and X ; X# ; i g I . Iti
 .follows from 5 that H / B, i.e,. there exists y g D, such that forX#
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; x g D X#, we have that
 :B y , z y y G 0. 6 .  .
X i X#  .This inequality holds also for each x g D ; D ; i g I . Therefore,
n n  .F H / B, that is, F Q / B. This contradicts 3 and this im-is0 X is1 Xi i w .plies that 2 is fulfilled, so there exists some y g F H , that is,0 X g G Xwfor ;X g G, y g H . Yet, for ; x g D, there exists some X g G, such0 X w 4  4that x, y ; X. By y g H , there exists y ; H , such that y © y ,0 0 X j X j 0
consequently,
B y , y y y G 0 : .j 0 j
 :By , x y y G 0,j j
i.e.,
J y , y y y F F y , y y y 7 :  : .  .  .j j 0 j j 0
J y , x y y G F y , x y y . 8 :  : .  .  .j j j j
 .It implies from condition ii of Theorem 1 that there exists a subsequence
  .4   .4   .4of F y , without loss of generality, denoted by F y , such that F yj j j
 .is convergent to some ¨ g E*. Hence, the inequality 7 yields that
lim J y , y y y F 0. 9 : .  .j j 0
 4 5  .5Since also y is norm-bounded, w is strictly monotone, and J y * sj j
5 5. 5  .5 4w y , then J y * is norm-bounded, and without loss of generality,j j
  .4we may assume that J y is weakly convergent to some u g E*. Usingj
 .9 , we have that
 :lim J y , y F u , y , : .j j 0
 .and it follows from property P of J that u s Jy , y ª y . By condition3 0 j 0
 .  .  .  .i of Theorem 1, F is demicontinuous, so F y © F y , i.e., ¨ s F y .j 0 0
 .   .  . :Using 8 , we know that for each x g D, J y y F y , x y y G 0, that0 0 0
 .is, VIP J y F, D has a solution.
THEOREM 2. Let K be a closed cone of E. Suppose that a mapping
F: K ª E* satisfies the following conditions:
 .i F is demi-continuous;
 .  4ii for e¨ery weakly bounded sequence x ; K, there exists a stronglyn
  .4con¨ergent subsequence in F x ;n
 .iii there exists some r ) 0, such that lim sup5 x 5 ª q ` x g K
  . : 5 5 rq1.F x , x r x F 0;
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 . 5 5 5 5. 5 5 riv 'C, r ) 0, such hat x G r implies w x G C x , where w is
the function used in defining J.
 .Then NCP J y F, K has a solution.
 5 5 4 `Proof. Set K s x g K ; x F n , then K s D K . For each n,n ns1 n
 .K is a bounded closed convex subset of E. By Theorem 1, VIP J y F, Kn n
has a solution, i.e., ' y g K , such that for ; x g K ,n n n
 :J y F y , x y y G 0. 10 .  .  .n n
Taking x s 0 in the above inequality, then
 :  :J y , y F F y , y . 11 .  .  .n n n n
 4We show that the sequence y is bounded. If this is false, we mayn
5 5  .assume that y ª q`, which implies by condition iii of Theorem 2n
that
 :F y , y .n n
lim sup F 0. 12 .rq15 5y5 5y ªq` nn
  . : 5 5.5 5  .  .  .Noticing that J y , y s w y y , by 11 , 12 , and condition iv ofn n n n
Theorem 2,
 :  :J y , y F y , y .  .n n n n
1 s F lim sup
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5w y y w y y .  .5 5n n n ny ª`n
 :F y , y .n nF lim sup F 0.
rq15 5C y5 5y ª` nn
5 5This contradiction yields that y is bounded. By the reflexivity of E andn
 4the weak closeness of K, we know that there exists a subsequence in y ,n
 4without loss of generality, denoted by y , such that y © y g K. Sincen n 0
 4also for ; x g K ; there exists some natural number n , such that y , x ;0 0
 4  .  .K , thus, y , x ; K n G n , it follows from 10 thatn 0 n 00
 :J y F y , y y y G 0, 13 .  .  .n 0 n
and
 :J y F y , x y y G 0. 14 .  .  .n n
  .4   .4  .Since there exists a subsequence F y in F y , such hat F y ªn n nk k
  . :  .¨ g E*, hence, F y , y y y convergence to 0 as k ª `. The 13n 0 nk k
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yields
lim J y , y y y F lim F y , y y y s 0. :  : .  .n n 0 n n 0k k k k
 q.  .Notice that J is of type S , consequently, y ª y , it implies from 14n 0k
that
 :J y F y , x y y G 0, ; x g K , .  .0 0
 .that is, y solves the problem NCP J y F, K .0
w xRemark 1. Theorem 2 extends Theorem 5 of 7 from the following two
aspects:
 . w x  .18 The Galerkin cone in 7, Theorem 5 a particularly closed cone
is relaxed to a generally closed cone.
 . w x28 The norm-continuity of the mapping F in 7, Theorem 5 is
weakened to demi-continuity.
In addition, if the inequality sign F is changed into - in condition
 .  .iii of Theorem 2, then, condition iv of Theorem 2 can be discarded and
the conclusion of Theorem 2 is still held. This can be seen in the following
Corollary 1 of Theorem 3.
THEOREM 3. E and K be the same as in Theorem 2 and F: K ª E* be a
 .  .mapping satisfying the conditions i , ii of Theorem 2. Assume that there
5 5exists some r ) 0, such that for ; x g K, x s r, satisfying
5 5 5 5  :w x x G F x , x , 15 .  .  .
 .where w is the function used in the definition of J, then NCP J y F, K has a
solution.
 5 5 4Proof. We set V s x g K : x F r , then V is a bounded closedr r
convex subset of E. From Theorem 1, there exists a y g V , such that for0 r
; x g V r
 :J y F y , x y y G 0; 16 .  .  .0 0
particularly, we have
 :  :J y , y F F y , y . 17 .  .  .0 0 0 0
We shall prove that
 :  :J y , y G F y , y . 18 .  .  .0 0 0 0
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5 5  .  .In fact, if y s r, it follows from the definition of J and 15 that 180
5 5holds; If y - r, then there exists some t ) 1, such that t y g V .0 0 0 0 r
 .  .Taking x s t y in 16 , we know that 18 follows, so0 0
 :  :J y , y s F y , y . 19 .  .  .0 0 0 0
Since for ; x g K, we can find some sufficiently small t ) 0, such that
 .tx g V , it implies from 16 thatr
 :J y F y , tx y y G 0, 20 .  .  .0 0
 .  .the inequalities 19 , 20 yield
 :0 F J y F y , tx y y .  .0 0
 :s J y F y , tx y ty q 1 y t y .  .  .0 0 0
 :s t J y F y , x y y , .  .0 0
 . . :  .i.e., for ; x g K, J y F y , x y y G 0, consequently, NCP J y F, K0 0
has a solution.
 .COROLLARY 1. If condition iii of Theorem 2 is replaced by condition
 .   . : 5 5 rq1.iii 9: there exists a r ) 0, such that lim sup F x , x r x5 x 5 ªq` x g K
 .- 0, then condition iv of Theorem 2 can be remo¨ed and the conclusion of
Theorem 2 is still fulfilled.
 .Proof. From condition iii 9, there exists some r ) 0, such that ; x g K,
5 5x s r satisfying
 :F x , x - 0. .
5 5.5 5   . :So w x x G F x , x and it follows from Theorem 3 that
 .NCP J y F, K has a solution.
Let X and Y be two Banach spaces. A mapping f : X ª Y is called
 4strongly continuous if, for all sequences x of X, weakly convergentn ng N
  .4to x*, the sequence f x has a subsequence strongly convergent ton ng N
 .f x* . A mapping g : D ; X ª X* is called strongly K-copositi¨ e if there
  .  .: 5 5 2exists a number m ) 0 such that for all x g D, x, g x y g u G m x .
 .In what follows, we consider the NCP J y lL q T , K which contains
as a particular case the mathematical model used in the study of the
post-critical equilibrium state, where L: K ª E* is a linear operator,
T : K ª E* is a nonlinear operator, and l g R . We suppose thatq
  . : 5 5 2 .sup L x , x r x s 1re ) 0 and e - l; the number e is exactlyx g K
the positi¨ e critical charge.
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COROLLARY 2. Let E and K be the same as in Theorem 2, and L, T be
two mappings from K to E*. Suppose that
 .a L, T are strongly continuous;
 .   . : 5 5 2 .b T is K-coerci¨ e, i.e., lim T x , x r x s q`.5 x 5 ª`, x g K
 .Then NCP J y lL q T , K has a solution.
Proof. By the strong continuity of T and L, lL y T satisfies condi-
 .  .   . : 5 5 2 .tions i , ii of Theorem 2. Using sup L x , x r x s 1re ) 0 andx g K
 .condition b of Corollary 2, we have that
 :lL y T x , x .  .
lim sup s y`.25 55 5x ª` xxgK
5 5Hence, there exists a r ) 0, such that for all x g K, x s r implies that
5 5 5 5  :w x x G lL y T x , x . .  .
 .It follows from Theorem 3 that NCP J y lL q T , K has a solution.
THEOREM 4. Let E and K be the same as in Theorem 2, and L, T :
K ª E* is strong continuous. Denote f by J y lL q T where J is the
.normalized duality mapping . Suppose that f is strongly K-copositi¨ e. Then
 .NCP f , K has a solution.
 .   . :Proof. If f u s u , then u g K* and f u , u s u , i.e., u is a solution
 .of NCP f , K .
 .If f u / u , by the strong K-copositivity of f , there exists a number
m ) 0, such that for ; x g K,
5 5 2 :  :x , f x G x , f u q m x . .  .
5  .5  5 5 4Set r s f u rm, D s x g k: x F r . Then, for all x g K _ D, we0 0
5 5 2 5 5 5  .5have that m x ) x ? f u , so,
25 5 5 5 :  :  :x , f x G x , f u q m x ) x , f u q x ? f u G 0, .  .  .  .
hence,
5 5 2  :x G L y T x , x . .  .
By the definition of the normalized duality mapping J,
5 5 5 5 5 5 2  :w x x s x G L y T x , x , .  .  .
 .it follows from Theorem 3 that NCP J y L q T , K has a solution.
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w xRemark 2. Theorem 4 extends Theorem 3 of 3 from the following two
aspects:
 . w xi8 The Hilbert space and the Galerkin cone in 3, Theorem 3 are
relaxed to a LUC reflexive Banach space and a closed cone, respectively.
 .  . w x ii8 The condition i of 3, Theorem 3 i.e., the function x ª2
  .: .x, f x from K into R is lower semi-continuous one is removed.
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